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Abstract
This paper focuses on the relation between large car manufacturers’ incentive and opportunity to innovate and their Electric Vehicle (EV) business strategies. We analyze how environmental regulation and the firm’s incentive (measured by net income) and opportunity to innovate (measured by EV asset position, determined from a combination of patent, partnership and prototype data) affect EV sales over the period 1990-2011. During the EV’s R&D period in the 1990s, large car manufacturers that were regulated by the full Zero Emission Vehicle mandate developed a significantly stronger EV asset position, but did not sell significantly more EVs than their rivals. During the EV’s commercialization period (2007-2011), large car manufacturers with both a strong incentive and a strong opportunity to innovate sold significantly more EVs. Based on these results, the paper offers a typology of business strategies, several managerial implications and recommendations for policy makers to stimulate sustainable development.
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Highlights:
- Especially less profitable large incumbent car manufacturers mass market EVs
- Incumbents with a strong incentive and opportunity to innovate sell more EVs
- Incumbents with little incentive or opportunity to innovate have a laggard strategy
- CARB’s ZEV mandate triggered an increase in EV asset position, but not in EV sales
- Using a principal component analysis, we provide a new measure for asset position
1. Introduction

Electric Vehicles (EVs) are an important technological solution to our unsustainable mobility system. The EV constitutes a radical innovation that completely differs from the established Internal Combustion Engine Vehicle (ICEV) (Bakker et al., 2012a). Radical innovations build on a completely new technology (Tushman and Anderson, 1986) and tend to be competence-destroying for incumbents, because these innovations require radically different skills when compared to the established technology (Henderson and Clark, 1990). The competence-destroying nature of radical innovations has led several scholars to conclude that incumbents are inhibited from pursuing radical innovations (e.g. Ahuja and Lampert, 2001; Christensen, 1997; Henderson, 1993; Nelson and Winter, 1982; Schaltegger and Wagner, 2011), while others have argued that some incumbents do have an opportunity to radically innovate (e.g. Chandy and Tellis, 2000). In this study we aim to determine why some incumbent car manufacturers do radically innovate in the field of EVs, and others do not. The literature on incumbents and innovation has analyzed incumbents as a homogeneous group. We contribute to this literature by studying the differences between incumbents in their decision to pursue radical and sustainable innovations.

For a large car manufacturer to exploit an innovation as the EV, it needs both an incentive and an opportunity to innovate (Swann, 2009). The incentive to innovate refers to the incentive of firms to enhance their competitiveness and increase their market share by introducing innovations (Swann, 2009: 218). The opportunity to innovate refers to the investments a firm can make to support innovation (Swann, 2009). Firms reveal their opportunity to innovate by the amount of assets they have built up in a particular technology (Lieberman and Montgomery, 1998; Silverman, 1999). The literature suggests that incumbents may have an opportunity to innovate (Chandy and Tellis, 2000), i.e. the assets necessary to exploit an innovation, but not the incentive, because they do not want to cannibalize on their own profitable products that are built on the existing technology (Ali, 1994; Chandy and Tellis, 1998; Reinganum, 1983).

In recent history, the EV experienced several periods of increased interest by large car manufacturers, triggered by factors such as regulation, competition and technological development (Mom, 2004; Wesseling et al., in press; Kemp, 2005). In the 1990s, regulations were implemented that triggered large car manufacturers to develop more sustainable vehicles. The Californian Air Resources Board’s (CARB) introduction of the Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) mandate in 1990 is an important piece of legislation in this respect. Since 2007 several large car manufacturers have pursued the commercialization of the EV, driven by new technological developments (Wesseling et al., in press). In this study we aim to gain more insight in what drives incumbent car manufacturers to radically innovate in the EV market. We pose the following research question: ‘How did the incentive and opportunity to innovate affect large car manufacturers’ decision to mass market EVs over the period 1990-2011?’.

We measure the incentive and opportunity to innovate by using a comprehensive set of data on, respectively, the profitability of car manufacturers in the ICEV regime, and on patents, prototypes and partnerships as proxies for the asset position of incumbent car manufacturers. We use this data in combination with data on EV sales, to analyze the impact of incentive and opportunity to innovate on incumbents’ decision to mass market EVs. We focus our study on the timeframe 1990-2011 to compare the incentive and opportunity to innovate over different periods of EV interest. On the basis of our quantitative analyses and using this timeframe, we identify three different types of business strategies of the large car manufacturers, i.e. the first mover, quick follower and laggard strategies. In our typology of business strategies, we show how these strategies are determined by the firms’ incentive and opportunity to innovate.
The paper is structured as follows. In the following section, we formulate hypotheses on car manufacturers’ incentive and opportunity to innovate, and discuss the literature on business strategies. In the section on methods, we discuss the operationalization of our concepts and the data collection and analysis. The section on results presents our findings resulting from a series of nonparametric tests to study our hypotheses, and a more qualitative analysis of large car manufacturers’ business strategies. The two final sections offer a conclusion and present some limitations and suggestions for future research.

Theoretical framework
In this section, we argue that a firm requires both an incentive and an opportunity to radically innovate, and stress that the incentive and opportunity to innovate determine the business strategy of the firm, be it a first mover, quick follower or laggard strategy (Freeman and Soete, 1997; Lieberman and Montgomery, 1998). We also discuss how car manufacturers’ business strategies can be affected differently by the market and regulatory developments that took place throughout the timeframe of this study.

The incentive and opportunity to radically innovate
The incentive to innovate refers to the incentive of firms to enhance their competitiveness and market share by introducing innovations (Swann, 2009: 218). Profitable firms with a strong competitive position in the established technology have less incentive to radically innovate (Chandy and Tellis, 2000), as radical and competence-destroying innovations endanger their competitive positions in the established technology (Tushman and Anderson, 1986). However, for firms with inferior competitive positions, radical innovation may be a means to escape their income-restraining situation in the existing market (Swann, 2009; Mensch, 1979; Barley, 1986). We expect that firms with a stronger incentive to innovate (i.e. less profitable firms), will introduce more EVs into the market.

According to Swann (2009), an opportunity to innovate depends on the financial possibilities of a firm to invest in innovation, and can be measured by a firm’s capital available for investments in R&D. However, before firms are able to introduce an innovation into the market, they need to invest capital in assets that facilitate the development of an innovative technology. In line with the resource-based view of the firm, we therefore consider the assets of a firm as a more direct measure of the firm’s opportunity to innovate (e.g. Silverman, 1999). A firm’s opportunity to innovate is determined by its unique and difficult to imitate resources, i.e. its assets that are necessary for the exploitation of the radical innovation (Teece et al., 1997). The aggregate of a firm’s assets is referred to as its asset position, comprising technological, infrastructural, complementary and reputational assets. Technological assets entail protected knowledge necessary for the development and application of an innovation (Pavitt, 1998), e.g. EV specific knowledge. Infrastructural assets refer to the technologies necessary for infrastructure-dependent innovations to operate profitably (Teece, 2006), e.g. an EV’s charging infrastructure (Egbue and Long, 2012). Complementary assets are crucial to profit from innovations and include, for example, distribution channels, marketing and manufacturing facilities (Pinkse and Kolk 2010; Rothaermel, 2001). Finally, reputational assets result from the company’s alignment with existing norms and values, which forms customers’ perception of the company, especially their brand experience (Teece et al., 1997). The strategic importance of these four assets has been acknowledged in the field of EVs for technological assets (Wesseling et al., in press; Van Den Hoed, 2005), infrastructural assets (Egbue and Long, 2012; Pohl and Yarime, 2012), complementary assets (Dyerson and Pilkington, 2005) and reputational assets (Bakker, 2010). We expect that firms with a stronger opportunity to innovate, (i.e. firms with a greater EV-related asset position), will introduce more EVs into the market.
Business strategies

The business strategy of a firm dictates how the firm intends to exploit a radical innovation; a firm may employ different business strategies for different innovations (Freeman and Soete, 1997; Lieberman and Montgomery, 1998; Teece et al., 1997). In the literature on business strategies, a distinction is made between three types of business strategies: first movers, quick followers and laggards (Robinson and Chiang, 2002). First movers intend to become mass-market pioneers and subsequently stay ahead of competitors through technological lead-time (Freeman and Soete, 1997; Golder and Tellis, 1993). Firms with a quick follower strategy leave the decision of exploiting a radical innovation open, until a first mover goes to the market. Quick followers attempt to avoid the costly mistakes made by first movers and quickly follow them onto the market (Freeman and Soete, 1997; Lieberman and Montgomery, 1998). Laggards are less engaged in innovative activities and attempt to acquire rents from reducing overall costs by minimizing R&D. They enter the market last (Freeman and Soete, 1997; Jovanovic and MacDonald, 1994).

Relating these three business strategies to the concepts of incentive and opportunity to innovate and to the case of EVs, we expect firms with a strong incentive and a strong opportunity to radically innovate to adopt a first mover EV strategy as these firms are most willing and able to bear the costs and risks of pioneering the radical innovation and its necessary infrastructure. Firms with some incentive and opportunity to innovate are likely to employ a quick follower strategy, as they may not be willing or able to pioneer the innovation, but do not want to fall behind on their more innovative rivals. Firms with little incentive and/or little opportunity to innovate are expected to employ a laggard strategy, as they are not willing and/or not able to introduce the radical innovation into the market.

External impacts on strategies

The incentives and opportunities of firms to innovate, and their business strategies, may be influenced by factors external to the firm. Firms operate in a system of regulatory, market and technological components that changes over time and influences the business strategies of firms (Hekkert et al., 2007). Especially in the field of EVs, significant regulatory, market and technological developments have taken place over the period 1990-2011 (Magnusson and Berggren, 2011; Wells and Nieuwenhuis, 2012; Wesseling et al., in press). During the 1990s, EV developments were especially stimulated by regulatory developments, as substantial consumer demand for EVs was lacking (Collantes and Sperling, 2008) and technological hurdles needed to be overcome (Dyerson and Pilkington, 2005). The most influential policy was a technology-forcing, ‘command and control’ (Prakash and Kollman, 2004) regulation called the Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) mandate, introduced by the Californian Air Resources Board (CARB) in 1990 (Collantes and Sperling, 2008; Hoogma, 2000; Kemp, 2005). The regulation mandated a stepwise increase in sales of EVs over the period 1998-2003 (CARB, 1990). This mandate fully applied to car manufacturers that sold more than 35,000 vehicles in California per year and included Chrysler, Ford, General Motors, Honda, Mazda, Nissan, and Toyota (Collantes and Sperling, 2008). However, in 1996 oil companies and car manufacturers lobbied against the continuation of this mandate, resulting in relaxation and extension of the mandated targets (Hoogma, 2000). Because of this decrease in regulatory pressure, car manufacturers lost interest in EVs and started to refocus on HEVs and HFCVs (Dijk and Yarime, 2010; Wesseling et al., in press). Technological and market uncertainty prevented car manufacturers from exploiting EVs more extensively during the 1990s (Dyerson and Pilkington, 2005). Because EV developments during the 1990s were primarily triggered by the ZEV mandate, we formulate the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: Large car manufacturers that fell under the full ZEV mandate will have a) developed a stronger opportunity to innovate and b) will have marketed more EVs during the 1990s than large car manufacturers that did not fall under this mandate.

In the late 2000s, car manufacturers regained interest in the EV (Wesseling et al., in press). During this period car manufacturers were not triggered by stringent technology-push regulation. Instead, car manufacturers saw market opportunities emerge for the EV (Magnusson and Berggren, 2011). These opportunities emerged because technological hurdles like battery costs (Gärling and Thøgersen, 2001) were partly overcome due to developments in other sectors (Magnusson and Berggren, 2011). Furthermore, tax rebates for consumers supported the adoption of EVs (Magnusson and Berggren, 2011; Sierzchula et al., 2012b). The fact that EVs became an emerging market opportunity in the late 2000s implies that large car manufacturers may now attempt to exploit the commercialization of EVs, and especially car manufacturers with an incentive and opportunity to innovate. We formulate the second hypothesis as follows:

Hypothesis 2: Large car manufacturers that have a stronger incentive and opportunity to innovate will have marketed more EVs than their competitors during the early stage of EV commercialization.

Methods
In this section, we discuss the research design, operationalization, data collection and analysis.

Research design and operationalization
Technological development of low emission vehicles has been studied using indicators like patent applications, prototypes, production models and partnerships (Bakker, 2010; Bakker et al., 2012b; Frenken et al., 2004; Sierzchula et al., 2012a; Wesseling et al., in press). So far, however, no research has yet attempted to combine these different indicators. In this paper, we use a combination of indicators, presented in table 1, which enabled us to study more comprehensively the differences in incentive and opportunity to innovate and in the EV business strategies of large car manufacturers.

Our analysis focuses on the period 1990-2011, because 1990 marks the start of a period of renewed interest in the EV, caused by the CARB’s ZEV mandate (Hoogma, 2000). We define large car manufacturers as car manufacturers producing more than a million personal vehicles in the year 2011. In 2010 and 2011, the same fifteen car manufacturers fit this definition (OICA, 2011; OICA, 2012). We study each of these firms, meaning that our research sample matches our research population. These firms accounted for 84.4% of all personal vehicle sales in 2011, and include Toyota, Volkswagen, General Motors, Hyundai, Honda, PSA, Nissan, Ford, Suzuki, Renault, Fiat, BMW, Daimler AG, Mazda and Mitsubishi (OICA, 2012).

Table 1 displays how each of the concepts, discussed in the previous section, is operationalized into their respective indicators and what sources are employed to retrieve data on these indicators. First, whether a firm was subject to technology-push policy was measured by whether it fell under the full ZEV mandate. Six of the fifteen car manufacturers fell under this restriction. Second, the incentive to innovate, approached by a firm’s profitability in the ICEV regime was measured by the firm’s net income. ICEVs account for more than 95% of vehicle sales (Pohl and Yarime, 2012) and net income of a firm is therefore considered a good indicator for its profitability in the ICEV regime. Third, the opportunity to innovate, or asset position, is comprised of several types of assets, each with its specific indicators. Technological assets encompass knowledge and components related to the EV itself. They may be developed internally, measured by patents, or externally, measured by partnerships. Infrastructural assets were measured by patent applications and partnerships aimed not at the EV itself, but at its charging infrastructure and compatibility with

Table 1
this infrastructure. Complementary assets were measured by partnerships geared towards acquiring assets that are necessary to exploit an innovation, like production facilities and distribution channels. Reputational assets are measured by prototypes, which are models presented at auto-shows that, at the time of presentation, were not (yet) in production. Prototypes of low emission vehicles have an important signaling role; they boost company reputation and influence external actors, like policymakers and consumers (Bakker et al., 2012b; Autoweek, 2013; General Motors, 2012; Volkswagen, 2012). Creating an innovative and sustainable company image was key to promoting prototypes (Ibid.). Fourth, the firm’s EV business strategy was measured by its EV sales volume. Complementary information, including the moment the vehicle was first commercially available; the number of models introduced into the market; and whether the EVs sold are purpose-built EVs or based on an ICEV model, will be used to classify the exact EV business strategies of large car manufacturers.

Table 1, Concepts, indicators and data sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concepts:</th>
<th>Indicators:</th>
<th>Data sources:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject to technology-push policy</td>
<td>Falling under the CARB’s full ZEV mandate</td>
<td>CARB (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentive to innovate / profitability in the ICEV regime</td>
<td>Net income in dollars</td>
<td>Datastream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity to innovate / Asset position</td>
<td>Technological assets</td>
<td>Patent applications and partnerships oriented at developing or exchanging EV knowledge or EV components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infrastructural assets</td>
<td>Patent applications and partnerships oriented at developing or exchanging EV-infrastructure knowledge or EV-infrastructure components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complementary assets</td>
<td>Partnerships geared towards acquiring production facilities and distribution channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reputational assets</td>
<td>Prototypes, i.e. models presented at auto shows that are not (yet) in production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV market strategy</td>
<td>EV sales volume</td>
<td>Annual reports, websites, documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complementary information, including timing to market; number of models introduced on the market; purpose-built EV or not</td>
<td>Annual reports, websites, documents, interviews</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data collection
Data on car manufacturers’ annual net income in dollars were obtained from the global financial database Datastream of Thomson Reuters.

Worldwide patent data were collected using the International Patent Office’s (IPO) Global Patent Index program. We used patent applications instead of patent grants, because a significant amount of patent documents do not provide information on patent grants at the time of indexing (European Patent Office, 2013). A publication level filter excluded patent applications that were withdrawn during the period of secrecy. To select patent applications related to technological and infrastructural assets, we used a search query based on EVs and EV infrastructure respectively. Due to the 18-month period of secrecy and processing time of patent applications, the database does not include all patent applications of recent years. We controlled for the decreasing trend in patent applications by dividing the number of EV and infrastructure related patent applications of each large car manufacturer in every year by the total amount of patent applications of the fifteen car manufacturers in the same year. Our patent study resulted in 7611 patent applications.

Partnership data were collected from ‘all major world publications’ in the LexisNexis media database. Such media-oriented data collection approaches have been applied to construct various professional databases (Schilling, 2009) and have yielded reliable results for inter-firm analyses (Hagedoorn, 2002; Rice and Galvin, 2006). We applied a search query that contains any combination of words that include 1) any term synonymous with or comparable to ‘partnership’; and ‘electric vehicle’; and 2) to further narrow down the results and improve relevance the articles should include the term ‘battery or batteries’. This query provided 6151 articles that were published in the period 1990-2011. Each article was scanned for relevant partnerships. Company websites and annual reports were consulted for additional information. We included only reports of partnerships that had already been formed, announcements of future formations were omitted, and double counts of partnerships were excluded. This resulted in 171 relevant partnerships.

Based on the work of Sierzchula et al. (2012b), prototype data were collected using different sources, including government reports, annual reports, websites, auto-shows, newspaper articles, company press releases or personal contacts with the manufacturer. Combining these sources allows for a broader coverage of prototype models and the triangulation that is needed to pinpoint the exact date of each prototype’s release. A total of 126 prototypes were included.

EV sales data were based on websites, documents and car companies’ annual reports. These sales data were collected in 2012 and attributed to each production model’s year of market introduction. Sales data of a total of 37 commercialized EV production models were included in our database.

To get more information on car manufacturers’ business strategies, besides consulting websites, documents and annual reports, we conducted complementary interviews with managers of car manufacturers.

Data analysis
To test our hypotheses, we took several interrelated steps. First, we defined periods in the car manufacturers’ R&D and commercialization trends, to highlight significant changes in EV strategies over time and to focus our analysis on periods of interest. We measured R&D trends by our indicators for technological assets; trends in commercialization were measured by EV sales per production model year.

---

1 These search terms refer to the most important component of the EV, and often form the basis in patent analyses to acquire EV related patents (Oltra and Saint Jean, 2009).
Second, we conducted a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to aggregate the data on the different types of assets into one component representing asset position. Use of PCA for this purpose was supported as all indicators that made up the asset position correlated well with each other ($p<0.05$) and the Scree-plot’s inflexion point suggested the use of one component. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure showed a score of 0.711, which according to Hutcheson and Sofroniou (1999) yields a reliable factor. Bartlett’s test of sphericity confirmed that correlations between the indicators were sufficiently large for PCA ($p<0.001$). The component explained 61.5% of the indicators’ total variance.

In the third step of the analysis we tested our hypotheses using nonparametric Mann-Whitney tests, because our data are not normally distributed and the Mann-Whitney test is, for our purposes, the most powerful nonparametric test for smaller samples (Mann and Whitney, 1947). Mann-Whitney tests have yielded reliable results for samples smaller than 15 (e.g. Bocken et al. 2012). Levene’s tests show that for each between groups comparison the requirement of homogeneity was met, as the variances between groups were not significantly different. Because we tested predefined hypotheses, the 1-tailed exact significance values could be used to determine the significance levels of the between group differences.

To test Hypothesis 1, we created a group of firms that fell under the full ZEV restriction and a group of firms that did not fall under the restriction; we compared them in terms of asset position and EV sales. To test Hypothesis 2, whether firms with a strong incentive and opportunity to innovate will have commercialized more EVs during the period of commercialization, we first created two groups of firms. One group of firms was created with a below average net income and an above average asset position (i.e. strong incentive and opportunity to innovate). The EV sales of this group are compared to those of a group that comprises the remainder of the population of large car manufacturers.

Fourth, to analyze how different car manufacturers’ business strategies relate to their incentive and opportunity to innovate, we plot each firm’s profitability in the ICEV regime against its asset position and its EV sales, to identify clusters of strategies. To gain more in-depth insight in business strategies, we link our quantitative data to more qualitative data on individual firms’ EV strategies.

Results
This section presents the periods of EV development in terms of trends in R&D and commercialization, the results of the Mann-Whitney tests that were used to test our hypotheses, and it categorizes the business strategies of large car manufacturers.

Periods of R&D and commercialization
Figure 1 displays the trends in the aggregated R&D and commercialization endeavors of the population of large car manufacturers over the period 1990-2011. Displayed on the left-hand y-axis, large car manufacturers’ R&D trends, measured by their technological assets, are presented in broken, blue lines. The dark blue line represents technological assets measured by large car manufacturers’ total number of EV related patent applications, divided by 25 to fit the graph. The light blue line represents technological assets measured by large car manufacturers’ EV related partnerships. The commercialization trend is presented in green with EV sales volume per model year$^2$, depicted on the right hand y-axis.

---

$^2$ The model year refers to the year an EV production model was introduced into the market.
Based on these trends we can identify three distinctive periods: an R&D period, a period of inactivity and a commercialization period. The first period started in 1990 and is characterized by a strong initial increase in R&D (blue lines), followed by the introduction of some production models that were restrictively sold on the market (green line) (Whiteman et al., 2011). Accumulated EV sales reached approximately 10.6 thousand vehicles in this period. Because of its strong focus on R&D, we label this period the R&D period.

Over the timeframe 2000-2006, relatively little EV related activities took place compared to the previous period. Car manufacturers continued only to file a low and steady number of patent applications (dark blue line). Because of the low R&D activity and the lack of commercial activities during this period, we label it the period of inactivity.

As of 2007, a third period can be distinguished that started with a strong increase in EV related technological assets (blue lines). This increase in R&D is followed by an unprecedented increase in EV sales (green line), reaching approximately 93.7 thousand EVs over the entire period. Nine times as many vehicles were introduced into the market when compared to the longer R&D period. This relatively high EV sales volume supports the finding by Magnusson and Berggren (2011) that some car manufacturers perceived EVs as a commercially viable opportunity during this period. Because of its unprecedented increase in EV sales we label this period the commercialization period.

The remainder of this section focuses on the differences between the R&D period and the commercialization period, in terms of the car manufacturers’ incentive and opportunity to innovate and in terms of their business strategies. The period of inactivity has been omitted from further analysis, because it is relatively insignificant in terms of EV developments.

![Figure 1, Trends in R&D and commercialization over the period 1990-2011](image_url)

**Figure 1, Trends in R&D and commercialization over the period 1990-2011**

**Statistical analyses: Hypotheses 1 and 2**
Table 2 displays the results of our Mann-Whitney tests on the differences between groups as formulated in our hypotheses. The first two rows of results relate to the R&D period; the third row to the commercialization period. With regard to hypothesis 1, Large car manufacturers that fell under the full ZEV mandate will have a) developed a stronger opportunity to innovate and b) will have marketed more EVs during the 1990s than large car manufacturers that did not fall under this
mandate, table 2 shows that there is a significant difference between the groups in terms of the asset position during the R&D period (p<0.05). No similar differences in asset position were found during the commercialization period. Therefore, hypothesis 1a can be confirmed, indicating that the CARB succeeded in stimulating firms falling under the full ZEV mandate to develop EV technology, and thus to increase their EV asset position. Moreover, the positive effect of the mandate on the asset position of these firms did not continue in the commercialization period. Hypothesis 1b is rejected, as no significant difference between groups could be identified in terms of EV sales. This suggests that although the CARB succeeded in temporarily triggering EV asset position development by the firms that fell under the full ZEV mandate, it was not able to increase the firms’ EV sales in the R&D period.

With regard to hypothesis 2, Large car manufacturers that have a stronger incentive and opportunity to innovate, will have marketed more EVs than their competitors during the early stage of EV commercialization, table 2 shows that indeed a significant difference (p<0.01; Mann-Whitney U= 2.00) was found in EV sales volume during the commercialization period between, on the one hand, firms with above average asset position and below average net income and, on the other hand, the firms with below average asset position and/or above average net income. No significant difference was found during the R&D period. Moreover, at no time do groups, distinguished in terms of asset position or in net income alone, show any significant difference in EV sales. This confirms hypothesis 2 and suggests that large car manufacturers indeed are more inclined to move first in mass marketing EVs when they both have the incentive, i.e. they are less profitable in the ICEV regime, and the opportunity, i.e. they have a high EV asset position. Lack of profitability in the ICEV regime or a strong asset position alone does not suffice to trigger a large car manufacturer to move first in mass marketing EVs.

Table 2, Between group statistics of the Mann-Whitney tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Differences between groups for R&amp;D period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group variable:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset Position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falling Under CARB’s full ZEV mandate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann-Whitney U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exact sig. (1-tailed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Differences between groups for the commercialization period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group variable:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV Sales Volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Asset Position and Low Net Income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann-Whitney U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exact sig. (1-tailed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clustering of business strategies
Figure 2 provides a firm level overview of the data, along the dimensions of incentive to innovate, measured by net income (y-axis); opportunity to innovate, measured by EV asset position (x-axis); and business strategy, measured by EV sales volume (bubble size, with different scales per period;
with empty bubbles if no EVs were sold). The bold lines represent the averages in terms of net income and asset position, over the population of large car manufacturers. Based on these averages, the data have been clustered into four quadrants.

**Figure 2, firm level distribution during the commercialization period**

The red cluster in figure 2 comprises firms that have a high incentive to innovate (below average profitability), but little opportunity to innovate (below average EV asset position). The business strategies of these firms can be characterized as *laggard* strategies as most of these firms did not intend to commercialize EVs in the short term. As of late 2012, Suzuki has no plans whatsoever to exploit EVs, Mazda is postponing EV exploitation until 2018 (Newton, 2011) and Fiat has planned only a restricted market introduction of its EVs in California (Fiat, 2013). PSA is a special case in this cluster, as it leveraged the asset positions of other car manufacturers to sell approximately 27,5 thousand EVs by the end of 2012. PSA circumvented its low EV asset position by buying and reselling ready-made EVs from Mitsubishi and by using Venturi Automobiles’ capabilities to transform PSA’s existing vans into EVs (PSA Peugeot Citroën, 2008; 2012; 2013).

The blue cluster consists of firms that have little incentive and a strong opportunity to exploit EVs. These firms provided no EVs during the commercialization period, suggesting they also employed a *laggard* strategy in this period. Toyota explained that it wants to exploit the gradual electrification of the ICEV, enjoying knowledge spill-overs between each step (Toyota, 2012). Volkswagen wants to adopt a ‘slow follower EV strategy’ and waits for the system to materialize before they attempt to exploit EVs (Volkswagen, 2012). General Motors wanted to mimic the success of the Prius using Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles; it leveraged its EV asset position to introduce this hybrid car to the market (General Motors, 2012).

The grey cluster comprises firms with average incentive and some opportunity to innovate. The EV strategies of these firms are mixed. BMW, Ford, Honda and Daimler are all experimenting with or starting the market introduction of their EVs (BMW, 2013; Daimler, 2013; Ford, 2013; Honda, 2013), whereas Hyundai focuses only on the introduction of Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicles (Hyundai Motors, 2011), another zero-emission and radically-innovative vehicle. During the commercialization period, the grey cluster overall is closer to marketing their EVs than the firms in the blue and the red
cluster (with the exception of PSA), while being less exploitative than the green cluster. We classify the firms in the grey cluster therefore as quick followers.

The firms in the green cluster have a high incentive to innovate as well as a strong asset position. In accordance with confirmed hypothesis 2, each of these firms has introduced a large number of EVs compared to other car manufacturers. Their business strategy is therefore classified as a first mover strategy. Mitsubishi quickly developed a strong asset position during the commercialization period, which enabled it to pioneer in mass marketing EVs (Mitsubishi Corporation, 2011). In a contractual agreement PSA initially ordered 100,000 EVs from Mitsubishi (Roberts, 2012). Renault engaged in a partnership with Nissan, which already had a strong asset position during the R&D period, to jointly exploit the commercialization of EVs. Nissan used its strong asset position to commercially exploit the first purpose-built EV, selling approximately 32 thousand models by the end of 2012 (Nissan Global, 2013). Renault had a more diversified strategy towards marketing EVs and launched four very different models on the market between late 2010 and 2013.

In conclusion, we find that first movers (green cluster) have a high incentive and opportunity to innovate, while quick followers (grey cluster) have some incentive and some opportunity to innovate. Moreover, two types of laggards can be identified. The red cluster generally comprised laggards with high incentive to innovate, but with little opportunity. The blue cluster comprised laggards with no incentive to innovate, but with sufficient opportunity.

Discussion
In this Discussion Section we highlight the contributions made in this paper, suggest some areas for future research and provide several policy and business strategy recommendations.

Contributions and Future Research Suggestions
This paper contributes to the literature on innovation by incumbent firms, by explaining differences in the introduction of a radical innovation by incumbents, using the concepts of incentive and opportunity to innovate. Previous studies used these concepts only to explain differences in radical innovativeness between incumbents and new entrants (Chandy and Tellis, 2000; Henderson, 1993). We have shown that the incentive and opportunity to innovate explain differences in the exploitation of EVs between different incumbents and that radical innovation comes especially from the less profitable firms. Another contribution of this paper is that we interpret the opportunity to innovate in terms of firms’ asset positions, based on an extensive set of data on patent applications, partnerships, and prototypes, instead of firms’ access to financial funds. This paper contributes to the strategic management literature on business strategies, by linking the opportunity and incentive to innovate to business strategy and refining the business strategy typology by distinguishing between laggards with an incentive to innovate but no opportunity, and laggards with an opportunity to innovate and no incentive.

In addition to these contributions, this paper also has several limitations that may highlight interesting areas for future research. First, firms may exhibit differences in their tendencies to patent and their willingness to publish strategic decisions. This could have affected our patent and our media statements database. Therefore, our findings must be carefully interpreted. Future developments that account for these firm level differences provide a fruitful area for further research. Second, we have labeled the period 2007-2011 a period of EV commercialization, but we do not imply that the EV has been successfully commercialized. We only argue that the commercialization of the EV has been initiated. To illustrate, the best-selling EV sold approximately 32,000 units by the end of 2012, equaling 0.05% of 2011’s annual personal vehicle sales (OICA,
Third, we cannot explain why firms falling under the full ZEV mandate did not have significantly higher EV sales than the other firms during this period, despite their higher opportunity to innovate. Car manufacturers may have attempted to strategically keep their EV sales low while lobbying against the ZEV mandate, arguing there would not be sufficient demand for EVs (Collantes and Sperling, 2008; Boschert, 2006). Further research should consider this context of lobbying activities. Finally, future research could also address collaboration activities of incumbents—an important means to obtain assets (Halme and Korpela, 2013). We found that PSA had unexpectedly high sales despite their relatively low opportunity to innovate, because they relied on the asset position of other car manufacturers to market EVs. We recommend further research to focus more explicitly on the decision to develop assets internally or to access them externally, and study how this affects the opportunity to innovate and the business strategy.

**Policy Recommendations**

This study found that although the technology-push ZEV mandate resulted in more EV asset development, it was not successful in getting more EVs on the market in the 1990s. Moreover, we found that firms that are unsuccessful in the ICEV regime are the ones to mass market EVs because they have the incentive to do so. Based on these findings, we recommend policy makers to complement technology-push regulations with demand-pull regulations that focus on shaping public and customer opinion (Oberhofer and Fürst, 2013), providing financial, infrastructural and other supporting regulations like preferential parking and carpool lane access (Firnkorn and Müller, 2012). Such supportive complementary regulations will enhance the economic viability of currently less profitable firms by improving EV sales on which these firms may become more dependent. These policy measures support the less profitable firms in their possibly risky EV strategy, and thereby reduce the firms’ chance to fail and their need to apply for government bailouts. These policy measures will also support the transition towards a sustainable transportation system based on a larger share of EVs. Moreover, such regulations will drive firms’ sustainable strategies (Ervin et al., 2013) and may prevent non-compliance and defensive behavior (Pedersen et al., 2013; Smink et al., 2013) towards stand-alone technology-push policies that force firms to sell products that lack demand.

**Business Strategy Recommendations**

This study indicated that the less profitable firms in the ICEV regime that have a strong EV asset position are mass marketing EVs. So far, however, EV sales have been low. To increase EV demand, car manufacturers may want to step up their lobbying for more EV supporting regulations, like the ones discussed above. Another way of reducing risks, by minimizing costs of investment and promoting industry standards in the small emerging EV market, is to engage in more collaboration (Gold et al. 2010; Halme and Korpela, 2013; Harms et al. 2013) – a strategy employed in the Nissan-Renault alliance and the EV-contract between Mitsubishi and PSA. We advise the more profitable firms that lack EV commercialization incentives to continue building their EV asset position. This enables them to enter the EV market quickly and prevent losing large market share when the EV market takes off. An effective way to build this EV asset position would be to collaborate with first movers, which allows the more profitable firms to stay on top of contemporary developments and determine when to enter the EV market.

These recommendations can be generalized to firms pioneering in sustainable development in an attempt to outcompete their rivals. To enhance the success of their investments, these firms should lobby for environmental policy that supports demand for sustainable innovations. Additionally, when investment costs are high and demand is still low, collaboration between innovators may serve to reduce costs and promote the creation of industry standards (Harms et al. 2013; Sampson 2005).
Conclusion
In this study, we analyzed the incentive and opportunity to innovate of large car manufacturers and their strategies to market EVs over the period 1990-2011. We proposed that firms with a stronger incentive and a stronger opportunity to innovate introduce more EVs into the market. The incentive to innovate is measured by a firm’s income in the ICEV regime, and the opportunity to innovate by a firm’s EV asset position. We find that during the EV’s R&D period in the 1990s, regulatory pressures triggered large car manufacturers to develop EV related assets. Although this constitutes an increase in their opportunity to innovate, it did not result in significantly higher EV sales. As of 2007, during the EV’s commercialization period, large car manufacturers with a strong opportunity and a strong incentive to innovate, i.e. firms with below average net income and an above average asset position, have significantly higher EV sales than firms with either a low incentive and/or a low opportunity to innovate. Firms with a strong opportunity and a strong incentive to innovate adopted a first-mover strategy. Large car manufacturers with some incentive and opportunity to innovate tended to pursue a quick follower strategy, whereas firms with either little incentive or little opportunity followed a laggard strategy. In this paper we make important contributions to the literature on business strategy by explaining why some incumbents radically innovate and others do not, and by refining the business strategy typology in several ways: we relate the different business strategies to firms’ opportunity and incentive to innovate, and we distinguish between laggards that have no incentive and laggards that have no opportunity to innovate. We contribute to methodology by providing new ways of operationalizing the opportunity to innovate. We provide recommendations for policy makers to effectively stimulate sustainable development and for incumbents to successfully engage in sustainable innovation.
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